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Alternatingbetween two tasks is effortful and impairsperformance.Previous fMRI studieshave found increasedactivity in frontoparietal
cortex when task switching is required. One possibility is that the additional control demands for switch trials are met by strengthening
task representations in thehumanbrain.Alternatively, on switch trials, the residual representationof theprevious taskmight impede the
buildup of a neural task representation. This would predict weaker task representations on switch trials, thus also explaining the
performance costs. To test this, male and female participants were cued to perform one of two similar tasks, with the task being repeated
or switched between successive trials. Multivoxel pattern analysis was used to test which regions encode the tasks and whether this
encoding differs between switch and repeat trials. As expected, we found information about task representations in frontal and parietal
cortex, but there was no difference in the decoding accuracy of task-related information between switch and repeat trials. Using cross-
classification, we found that the frontoparietal cortex encodes tasks using a generalizable spatial pattern in switch and repeat trials.
Therefore, task representations in frontal and parietal cortex are largely switch independent.We found no evidence that neural informa-
tion about task representations in these regions can explain behavioral costs usually associated with task switching.
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Introduction
To reach desired goals, humans are often required to switch be-
tween different tasks. This important aspect of cognitive control
allows flexible adjustment of behavior to changing circumstances
(Kok et al., 2006). Such adjustments are often investigated using
the task-switching paradigm, requiring subjects to switch fre-
quently between two or more tasks (Meiran, 2010). Typically,
participants react more slowly and perform less accurately on
tasks that they just switched to compared with tasks that were
repeated multiple times (Jersild, 1927; Spector and Biederman,
1976). These switch costs (Rogers andMonsell, 1995) reflect cog-
nitive control processes (Goschke, 2000) that affect task process-
ing and the implementation of tasks (Monsell, 2003), as well as
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Significance Statement
Alternatingbetween two tasks is effortful and slowsdownperformance.Onepossible explanation is that the representations in the
human brain need time to build up and are thus weaker on switch trials, explaining performance costs. Alternatively, task
representationsmight evenbe enhanced toovercome theprevious task.Here,weused a combinationof fMRI andabrain classifier
to test whether the additional control demands under switching conditions lead to an increased or decreased strength of task
representations in frontoparietal brain regions.We found that task representations are not modulated significantly by switching
processes and generalize across switching conditions. Therefore, task representations in the human brain cannot account for the
performance costs associated with alternating between tasks.
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proactive interference and between-task crosstalk (Allport et al.,
1994; Yeung et al., 2006). However, the exact sources of switch
costs are still under debate (Kiesel et al., 2010).
Previous fMRI studies investigated the neural basis of prepa-
ratory processes in task switching using univariate methods
(Ruge et al., 2013). Althoughmany results implicate the prefron-
tal and parietal cortical regions in task switching (Dove et al.,
2000; Gruber et al., 2006; Jamadar et al., 2010), this finding is not
always consistent (Ruge et al., 2013). Previous task-switching re-
searchmostly focused on neural correlates of task-switching pro-
cesses in terms of BOLD signal differences between switch and
repeat trials. Recently, multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) (Haynes,
2015) has been used to investigate neural task representations.
Such representations are encoded in local spatial activation pat-
terns in the lateral prefrontal, dorsal anterior cingulate, and pos-
terior parietal cortex (Bode and Haynes, 2009; Gilbert, 2011;
Woolgar et al., 2011; Wisniewski et al., 2015).
Different cognitive processes such as rule complexity (Wool-
gar et al., 2015) or skill acquisition (Jimura et al., 2014) have been
shown to alter representations of tasks. However, whether and
how task switching (and its associated cognitive control de-
mands) influences task representations is still largely unknown.
Behavioral switch costs in task switching reflect both the cogni-
tive control processes required to switch to performing a different
task, as well as involuntary processes such as proactive interfer-
ence from a previous task set (Kiesel et al., 2010; Vandierendonck
et al., 2010). Possibly, this also affects the representation of these
tasks (Waskom et al., 2014). In other cases, task representations
remain unaffected by whether tasks were chosen freely or were
externally cued (Wisniewski et al., 2016) or if tasks were novel or
were performed routinely (Cole et al., 2011). This suggests that
tasks can also be represented independently of current cognitive
control demands (Zhang et al., 2013). However, it has remained
open whether and how task-switch related control demands and
between-task crosstalk in task-switching contexts affect the neu-
ral representation of tasks.
To investigate the influence of task switching on task repre-
sentations, two main questions are addressed in this study. First,
do different cognitive control demands on task-switch versus
task-repeat trials affect the strength of neural tasks representa-
tions? More specifically, does the accuracy with which tasks can
be decoded from neural activation patterns differ between task-
switch and task-repeat trials? Second, is the neural code in which
tasks are represented independent of control demands? There-
fore, are tasks encoded using generalizable spatial activation pat-
terns in switch and repeat trials?
To address these questions, subjects were instructed to per-
form one of two simple stimulus–response (S–R) mapping tasks
while brain activity wasmeasuredwith fMRI.We identified brain
networks involved in representing tasks and then assessed task
information in these regions for switch versus repeat trials sepa-
rately. Furthermore, we tested whether brain regions encode
tasks invariant to switch and repeat condition. Results indicated
that tasks are represented generalizably in a frontoparietal net-
work, suggesting that switch-related cognitive control demands
exert no strong effect on neural task representations.
Materials andMethods
Participants
Forty-two right-handed subjects (21 females, 21 males, mean age: 25.2
years, range 20–30 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
participated in the study. We obtained written informed consent from
each subject and the local ethics committee approved the experiment.
Subjects received 30€ for their participation. No subject had a self-
reported history of neurological or psychiatric disorders.We only invited
subjects to the fMRI session whose accuracy in performing the tasks after
training was 90%. Therefore, we had to discard one subject after the
training session because of poor behavioral performance (see experimen-
tal paradigm). We discarded two further subjects because of technical
problems during scanning and one subject due to excessive head move-
ment during scanning. To ensure reliable behavioral performance, all
subjects took part in a training session 1–3 d before the scanning.Overall,
the fMRI data of 38 subjects (20 females, mean age: 25, age range 20–29
years) were used for our analyses.
Task and experimental paradigm
Subjects were cued to apply one of two S–R mappings (tasks) to a visual
stimulus in each trial of the experiment. In half of the trials, the task was
identical to the previous trial (repeat trials); in the other half of the trials,
the task differed from the previous trial (switch trials). We instructed
subjects to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.
The experiment was programmed usingMATLAB version 7.11.0 (The
MathWorks, RRID: SCR_001622) and the Cogent Toolbox (http://www.
vislab.ucl.ac.uk/cogent.php). On each trial, we first presented a task
screen for 3000 ms that simultaneously displayed a task cue, a target
stimulus, and four colored circles used for the response-mapping assign-
ment (Fig. 1 and see below). Subjects were allowed to respond in the same
3000 ms time window. The task screen was followed by an intertrial
A B l
Figure 1. Experimental paradigm. A, Trial structure. Each trial consisted of a target stimulus at fixation, a cue stimulus above, and four possible response options below. Each task screen was
presented for 3000 ms, during which time participants could indicate a response using the left and right index and middle fingers. Each trial was followed by a fixation cross with a variable ITI
(4000–10,000ms,mean 5525ms). Responses were indicated by pressing the button corresponding to themapped color on screen on a 2 2 button boxwith their index andmiddle fingers of
both hands. Subjects were cued to perform one of two tasks, switching between tasks or repeating a task up to three consecutive times. B, S–R associations and task cues. The two tasks consisted
of similar stimulus response mappings, associating stimulus shapes (in two possible orientations) with colors. Each task was indicated by one of two possible abstract cues.
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interval (ITI) duringwhich a fixation crosswas presented centrally on the
screen. ITIs varied among 4000, 6000, 8000, and 10,000 ms and were
distributed pseudologarithmically to decorrelate trials in time. Themean
ITI was 5525 ms.
Tasks were cued using abstract visual symbols presented at the top of
the screen. Theywere free of semanticmeaning to avoid a priori semantic
associations (Fig. 1; Reverberi et al., 2012a;Wisniewski et al., 2015). Over
the experiment, two different cueswere associatedwith each task to allow
for cue-independent task decoding (see below for details; also see Rever-
beri et al., 2012a, b). The cue–task associations were counterbalanced
across subjects. The target stimuli consisted of three geometric objects
(Fig. 1, T-shape, L-shape, Z-shape), each appearing in two possible ori-
entations (0 and 90 degrees) and presented in the middle of the screen.
Stimuli and their orientations were pseudorandomized to control for the
influence of low-level visual features. The two tasks consisted of different
S–R mappings that associated stimulus shapes with colors that in turn
specified which response key had to be pressed. In task one, the T-shaped
stimulus was associated with magenta, the Z-shaped stimulus with cyan,
and the L-shaped stimulus with yellow. In task two, the T-shaped stim-
uluswas associatedwith cyan, the Z-shaped stimuluswith yellow, and the
L-shaped stimulus with magenta. The S–R mappings were chosen to be
similar to control for possible confounds due to difficulty differences
between tasks (Todd et al., 2013). Furthermore, switch costs can also be
affected by task difficulty (Arbuthnott, 2008). Below the target stimulus,
four colored circles were presented that mapped colors to response but-
tons. The position of the each colored circle was pseudorandomized
across trials, avoiding motor preparation of responses as well as balanc-
ing left-hand and right-hand button presses throughout the experiment.
Subjects used index and middle fingers of both hands to indicate their
response by pressing the button corresponding to the color on screen on
a 2 2 button box (Current Designs). Three of the circles were relevant
for the task (cyan, magenta, and yellow) and one was a dummy (white)
that was not relevant in any trial. This was done to balance left and right
button presses.
Each run contained 80 trials, which were ordered so that 50% ap-
peared in a sequence length of 1 (e.g., task1), 37.5% in a sequence length
of 2 (e.g., task 1 task 1), and 12.5% in a sequence length of 3 (e.g., task
1  task 1  task 1). This resulted in 50% switch trials and 50% repeat
trials overall. In 50% of the trials, subjects performed task 1 and, in the
other 50%, they performed task 2. Tasks and switch conditions were
orthogonalized. Within each brief sequence of identical tasks, we only
used one of the two possible cues; that is, in each of the subsequent
repetitions of a task, the same cue was used (cue repetition). Please note
that such cue repetitions might confound the measured switch cost be-
cause it might be composed in parts of or simply reflect cue–switch cost
only. Given that we focused our analyses on the representation of task,
not on the switch processes directly, this does not affect the interpreta-
tion of our main results (Mayr and Kliegl, 2003; but see Altmann, 2006,
2007). Furthermore, cues were counterbalanced with stimuli and ITIs to
avoid possible confounds.
Following each completed run, the percentage of correct answered
trials was presented and subjects were offered a short resting break of
self-determined length. Subjects performed five runs in total. The exper-
iment lasted75 min in total. A sixth run, in which subjects performed
the tasks in a different sequential order, was not analyzed and is not
included here.
One to 3 d before the scanning session, subjects performed a 90 min
training session, duringwhich they learned the S–Rmappings. At the end
of the training session, they performed two runs of the task as they would
be presented in the scanner. Only if the accuracy during these runs was
90% were subjects invited to the scanning session. This was done to
avoid possible learning effects during the MRI session.
Image acquisition
Functional imaging was conducted on a 3 T Siemens Trio scanner
equipped with a 12-channel head coil. For each of the five relevant scan-
ning sessions, we acquired 347 T2*-weighted (TR 2000ms; TE, 30ms;
flip angle, 90°) gradient-echo echoplanar images (EPI). Imaging param-
eters were as follows: TR, 2000 ms; TE, 30 ms; and flip angle, 90°. Each
volume contained 33 slices (thickness: 3 mm) separated by gaps of 0.75
mm. Matrix size was 64 64, the field of view (FOV) was 192 mm, and
the in-plane voxel resolution was set to 3 mm2 with a voxel size of 3 
3  3 mm. A T1-weighted structural dataset was also collected. The
parameters were as follows: TR, 1900ms; TE, 2.52ms; matrix size, 256
256; FOV, 256 mm; 192 slices (1 mmt thick); flip angle, 9°.
Statistical analysis
In all analyses, only trials with correct responses and preceded by
correct trials (no misses/errors) were included to avoid post-error
slowing effects (Dudschig and Jentzsch, 2009). We analyzed behav-
ioral and fMRI data using MATLAB version 2013a (The MathWorks).
For the multivariate analyses, we used The Decoding Toolbox (TDT;
Hebart et al., 2016). Unthresholded group-level parametric maps of all
analyses can be found at NeuroVault (Gorgolewski et al., 2016, RRID:
SCR_003806; http://neurovault.org/collections/2011/).
Behavior
For each subject, we assessed task performance by calculating the mean
reaction time (RT) and mean accuracy (i.e., the percentage of trials that
were correctly answered in time) across all runs. It has been reported
previously that switching between tasks leads to increased RT and de-
creased accuracy in switch trials compared with repeat trials (Monsell,
2003). We tested these so-called switch costs by comparing switch and
repeat trials in terms of mean RT and accuracy using paired-sample,
one-sided t tests. To control for possible influences of task difficulty, we
also assessed the influence of the two tasks and the four cues on RTs and
accuracies using paired t tests and one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs,
respectively.We expected task switches to have an effect on both accuracy
and RT (switch cost), but did not expect the other variables to affect
them.
Neuroimaging
First-level GLM analysis
In a first step, we analyzed functional data using SPM8 (http://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm, RRID: SCR_007037). The functional volumes were
unwarped, realigned, and slice time corrected. No spatial smoothing and
no spatial normalization was applied at this point to preserve fine-
grained patterns of voxel activations (Haynes and Rees, 2006).
The preprocessed data were used to estimate a voxelwise general linear
model (GLM; Friston et al., 1994). Twelve regressors of interestwere used
in the GLM. First, regressors for the eight conditions of the experimental
design: two (tasks) two (cue-sets) two (switch/repeat) were added.
Second, four separate regressors of no interest were added, modeling the
four possible button presses to control for possible motor confounds in
the data. Third, movement parameters were added to the GLM as regres-
sors of no interest to account for possible head movement during scan-
ning. Regressors were time locked to the onset of the task screen and
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function as imple-
mented in SPM.
To account for the possible influence of task difficulty on MVPA re-
sults (Todd et al., 2013), we first calculated the mean RT for task 1 and
task 2 for each subjects individually. We then set the duration of each
regressor to the mean task RT of the current trial (mean RT task 1 for
trials with task 1 andmean RT task 2 for trials with task 2, as suggested by
Woolgar et al., 2014). This accounts for task-specific RT-related effects in
the data during GLM estimation, but does not remove task-switch-
related variance from the data (Vandierendonck et al., 2010; for recent
reviews about switch cost, see Kiesel et al., 2010).
Multivariate searchlight decoding
Analysis 1: Differences in task coding in switch and repeat trials. To test for
possible differences of task representations in switch and repeat trials, we
first identified regions that code for tasks and, in the following steps,
assessed the differences of task-decoding in switch and repeat trials sep-
arately in these regions. Our analyses were designed to test whether task
information is encoded similarly in switch and repeat trials. Put differ-
ently, can task information be read out in a similar way in switch and
repeat trials? This type of question can be very well addressed using linear
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classifiers (Kriegeskorte, 2011), which we used in every decoding analysis
presented here.
Analysis 1A: Task information across all trials. In the first analysis, we
used “searchlight”MVPA (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006; Norman et al., 2006)
as implemented in TDT (Hebart et al., 2016) on the maps of GLM
parameter estimates for each individual subject. For each voxel V in the
volume, the searchlight classifier distinguishes between the two classes
(here: tasks) based on the multivariate pattern formed by the local fMRI
activity patterns in a small spherical cluster with the radius of 3 voxels
surrounding V. We used a support vector classifier (SVC) with a linear
kernel and a fixed regularization parameter (C  1) as implemented in
LIBSVM(http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm). As a result, search-
light decoding produces a whole-brain accuracymap representing which
searchlights contained information about the two classes entered into
the analysis. To identify which brain regions contain information about
tasks, we performed this first searchlight decoding analysis, classifying
task 1 versus task 2 and using data from both switch and repeat trials
combined. Trials were collapsed across switch and repeat condition to
increase power to identify regions of interests (ROIs) that contain infor-
mation about tasks. To control for the effect of visual cue information,we
performed cross-classification across visual cues. More specifically, we
trained the SVC to discriminate “task 1 with cue 1” and “task 2 with cue
2” and tested its performance on trials from “task 1 with cue 3” and “task
2 with cue 4.” Only brain regions that use similar activation patterns to
encode the same tasks with different cues will be visible in this analysis.
Therefore, this analysis controls for effects that are merely due to the
visual features of the cues used. There are a total of four different com-
binations of task and visual cues as a training and test dataset, so that we
repeated this analysis three more times, once for every combination. To
address the problem of overfitting (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009), we per-
formed a fivefold leave-one-run-out cross-validation. Therefore, every
run was the test dataset once. The results of the combinations of cross-
validation and cross-classification were averaged for each subject.
The average accuracy maps were then spatially normalized to a stan-
dard brain (Montreal Neurological Institute EPI template of SPM8) to
account for individual differences in brain structure. Accuracy maps
were then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (6 mm full-width at half-
maximum) to account for differences in localization. At the group level,
a random-effects analysis was performed using voxelwise one-sample
t tests against chance level (50%). Results were initially thresholded at
voxel level with p  0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons at the
cluster level for familywise error (FWE) (p  0.05). Note that these
threshold values are not problematic for cluster-level inference regarding
the inflated FEW rates that have been discovered recently by Eklund et al.
(2016).
Analysis 1B: Differences in task decoding for switch and repeat trials. In a
second step, we performed two additional searchlight decoding analyses
that were highly similar to Analysis 1A described above. This time, we
performed two independent analyses for switch trials only and repeat
trials only. We first entered only the data of switch trials into a SVC
that was trained to classify task 1 versus task 2. We again applied cross-
classification across cues and leave-one-run-out cross-validation and av-
eraged across them. We also smoothed and normalized the resulting
decoding accuracy maps, as described above. The same procedure was
repeated for repeat trials only. This yielded a task-decoding accuracymap
for switch trials and for repeat trials for each individual subject. To com-
pare the task-decoding accuracies in switch and repeat trials, we created
ROIs from the clusters that we defined in task decoding Analysis 1A. To
avoid circular analysis (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009), we used a leave-one-
subject-out ROI analysis (Esterman et al., 2010). For this, we excluded
one subject and performed a group-level analysis as described above
(Analysis 1A). The results were then thresholded at voxel level with p
0.001 (corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level, FWE, p
0.05). We extracted the resulting significant clusters from this analysis
and created aROI fromeach cluster (based only on the training subjects).
For each ROI thus defined, we extracted the mean decoding accuracy for
the left-out subject. The ROI should resemble the group level results of
Analysis 1A, but ensure an independent dataset for extracting decoding
accuracies. Accuracy values were extracted for the decoding of task in
switch trials only, repeat trials only, and all trials together (Analysis 1A).
We repeated this procedure until every subject was left out once. This
ensures independence of the data used to define the ROIs from the data
used for statistical assessment of the accuracy values inside these ROIs.
The mean decoding accuracies from all three analyses and all ROIs were
then entered into a two-factorial repeated-measures ANOVA (factor 1: 3
analyses; factor 2: ROIs) to identify possible differences between task
coding in switch and repeat trials in each ROI. Furthermore, to assess
whether decoding accuracies were significantly above chance in each
analysis and ROI, planned one-tailed t test against chance level were
performed. Results from these tests were Bonferroni corrected for the
three analyses performed in each ROI.
To complement results of the traditional t tests, we also calculated
Bayes factors (BFs) using R (RStudio version 1.0.136; RRID: SCR_001905,
package: BayesFactor). Classical null hypothesis significance testing
comes with several limitations, one of them being that these tests do not
provide evidence for the null hypothesis (Wagenmakers, 2007; Dienes,
2014). Following these methods, the absence of a significant effect does
not provide information whether there was an absence of an effect in the
data or if the data were inconclusive in this regard. Bayesian hypothesis
testing enables us to quantify evidence in favor for the null hypothesis
(Rouder et al., 2009; Mertens and De Houwer, 2016). Following Jeffreys
(1961), we considered BFs between 1/3 and 1 to represent anecdotal and
thus inconclusive evidence and BFs smaller than 1/3 and 1/10 to indicate
substantial and strong evidence for the absence of an effect, respectively.
BFs larger than 1 were considered to represent substantial and BFs larger
than 3 to represent strong evidence for the presence of an effect.
Analysis 2: Generalization of task coding between switch and repeat trials.
Please note that the abovementioned analysis (1B) merely tests whether
brain regions that encode tasks have different accuracies in switch and in
repeat trials. If a given ROI indeed has a higher accuracy in one or the
other condition, this would indicate a specialized role for task coding in
either switch or repeat trials. If, however, no difference were to be found,
this would not show directly that the ROI has a similar role in switch and
repeat trials. To assess directly whether any brain regions encode tasks
switching independently in these two conditions, a different type of
analysis is necessary. Therefore, in Analysis 2, we aimed to identify brain
regions that encode task information in the same way independently of
whether subjects were repeating or switching between tasks, again using
cross-classification (Reverberi et al., 2012a; Kaplan et al., 2015; Wis-
niewski et al., 2016). Similar to Analysis 1A, we first trained a searchlight
classifier to distinguish between tasks in switch trials only and tested it on
repeat trials only. We then trained a classifier on repeat trials only and
tested it on switch trials only. Again, in both cases, we used leave-one-
run-out cross-validation to avoid the problem of overfitting. Results
from both analyses were first averaged for both cross-classification direc-
tions and then smoothed and normalized as in the previous analyses.
Please note that, in contrast to the Analysis 1, this analysis does not
control for the effect of visual features of the task cues and results might
reflect these. We also performed an exploratory task-decoding analysis
with cross-classification across visual cue and across switch/repeat con-
ditions at the same time. Specifically, we trained the classifier on “task 1
switch trials with cue 1” versus “task 2 switch trials with cue 3” and tested
on “task 1 repeat trials with cue 2” versus “task 2 repeat trials with cue 4.”
Such combined cross-classification should reveal task representations
that are independent of switch and not confounded by visual cue infor-
mation. This additional division of training data allows for 12 possible
combinations of training and testing datasets. Therefore, we repeated
this analysis for each combination and also applied cross-validation as
described in the analyses above. The resulting decoding maps were aver-
aged for each subject. However, because the trial number used to train
the classifier in each decoding is again split in half compared with the
previous cross-classifications, data are now divided across the cue and
switch condition. That reduces the power of this analysis considerably,
likely leading to reduced decoding accuracies.
To still control for the effect of visual cue information, we again used
the ROIs defined in Analysis 1A using the leave-one-subject-outmethod.
Within these clusters, we now extracted the mean task-decoding accura-
cies from Analysis 2, where we cross-classified across switch and repeat
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trials. Please note that this is similar to a conjunction analysis and only
voxels that show significant above-chance information in both task
decoding cross-classified across visual cues and task decoding cross-
classified across the switch and repeat conditions are interpreted. If tasks
are encoded generalizably in these regions, then the mean decoding ac-
curacies of task in both analyses should be significantly above chance.We
tested this by applying a t test (against chance level, 50%) on the mean
decoding accuracies for each cluster.
Results
Behavior
The mean RT across all correct trials was 1681 ms (SE 30 ms).
After removing trials following error trials, themean RT changed
significantly to 1664 ms (SE  27 ms; paired t test: t(37)  3.69;
p 0.001; BF 42). This effect could reflect post-error slowing
(Dudschig and Jentzsch, 2009). All fMRI and RT analyses are
based only on correct trials also following a correct trial. On
average, subjects were correct and fast enough in 95.5% (SE 
0.6%) of the trials. In 2.9% of the trials (SE  0.3%) subjects
pressed the wrong button and, in 1.6% (SE 0.3%), they did not
respond within the 3000 ms response window. The mean RT did
not differ significantly between the two tasks (paired t test, t(37)
0.30, p 0.76; BF 0.18), nor did the accuracy of both tasks.
Furthermore, there was no significant effect of cue on RTs, as
tested using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA (F(3,37) 0.31,
p 0.81; BF 0.05). No effects of tasks (paired t test, t(37) 0.47,
p0.74;BF0.22)or cues (ANOVA,F(3,37)1.17,p0.32;BF
0.13)were found in accuracy rates. The average RT in switch trials
was 1699ms (SE 32ms). The averageRT in repetition trials was
1656 ms (SE 30 ms). The difference between these switch and
repeat trials (switch cost) was significant (paired t test, t(37) 
5.04; p 0.001; BF 1645). Average accuracy in switch trials was
94.59% (SE 0.68%) and, in repeat trials, 96.36% (SE 0.5%).
This difference was also significant (paired t test, t(37)  4.44;
p 0.001; BF 308). These results replicate previous findings of
switch cost in RT and accuracy values (Monsell, 2003).
Multivariate searchlight decoding
Analysis 1: Differences in task coding in switch and repeat trials
Analysis 1A: Task information across all trials. First, we identified
regions that encode tasks using data from both switch and repeat
trials combined. Using cross-classification, we ensured that the
visual features of the task cues cannot explain the results. Signif-
icant above-chance classification of task could be observed in
three clusters (p 0.05, FWE corrected at the cluster level, initial
voxel threshold p  0.001; Fig. 2A, Table 1). The first cluster is
located in left inferior and superior parietal cortex spanning
across angular gyrus, the second in right superior parietal cortex
spanning across angular gyrus, and the third in left prefrontal
cortex (PFC).
Analysis 1B: Differences in task decoding for switch and repeat
trials. To compare the task-decoding accuracies in switch-only
and repeat-only trials, we used a leave-one-subject-out approach
to create theROIs from the clusters identified inAnalysis 1A. This
procedure avoids the problem of double dipping (Kriegeskorte et
al., 2009).We then extracted the task-decoding accuracy values in
switch-only and repeat-only conditions. Figure 2B shows an
overlay of all leave-one-subject-out-ROIs that were created. As
expected, they closely resemble task-decoding results across all
subjects in Analysis 1A. A two-factorial repeated-measures
ANOVA on the mean task-decoding accuracies in these ROIs
showed no significant main effect of the decoding analysis (all/
switch-only/repeat-only task decodings, F(2,74) 0.06, p 0.94;
BF 0.001), no significant main effect of the ROI (F(2,74) 0.59,
p 0.55; BF 0.001), and no interaction effect betweenROI and
the decoding analysis (F(4,148) 1.08, p 0.36; BF 0.06). This
indicates that there are no strong differences in the task-decoding
accuracies between switch and repeat trials in task-related brain
regions.We thus have strong evidence for the absence of an effect
in this analysis.
Average task decoding in the left parietal cortex in all trials was
52.44% (SE 0.64%), whichwas significantly above chance level
(50%, t test: t(37) 3.82; p 0.001; BF 60). In switch trials only,
the average decoding accuracy was 52.46% (SE 0.79%) and, in
repeat trials only, it was 51.83% (SE  0.89%). In right parietal
cortex, the task-decoding accuracy in all trials was 52.1% (SE 
0.54%) and was significantly above chance level (t test: t(37) 
3.87; p  0.001; BF  66). In switch trials only, it was 52.05%
(SE  0.69%) and, in repeat trials only, it was 51.75% (SE 
0.76). In left lateral PFC, the task-decoding accuracy in all trials
was 51.85% (SE 0.5%) andwas significantly above chance level
(t test: t(37) 3.733; p 0.001; BF 46). In switch trials only, it
was 51.35% (SE 0.6%) and, in repeat trials only, it was 52.18%
(SE 0.83%).
Please note that, due to the physical limitations of fMRI, we
cannot exclude that additional information is present at finer
spatial scales. The absence of differences between task-decoding
accuracies in switch and repeat trials is thus limited by the spatial
resolution of fMRI.
Although this is not the focus of our study, we also performed
a univariate contrast of switch—repeat and repeat—switch trials
and amultivariate decoding of switch versus repeat trials. Neither
the univariate contrasts nor the multivariate decoding of switch
versus repeat yielded significant results at p  0.05 FWE cluster
correction and initial voxel threshold of p 0.001. The univariate
results are consistent with previous research (Cavina-Pratesi et
al., 2006; Gruber et al., 2006), although results on this topic have
been heterogeneous (Ruge et al., 2013).
Analysis 2: Generalization of task coding between switch and
repeat trials
In Analysis 1, we did not find evidence for a difference in task
coding between switch and repeat trials. In a next step, we as-
sessed directlywhether regions that encode task do so invariant to
switch and repeat condition.We thus performed a task-decoding
analysis, training on switch trials and testing on repeat trials. To
ensure an independent test dataset, we again used the ROIs
extracted from Analysis 1A using a leave-one-subject-out ap-
proach. We extracted the mean decoding accuracy in these ROIs
from the task-decoding analysis cross-classified across the switch/
repeat conditions. Mean decoding of task was significantly above
chance level (50%) in the left parietal (t test: t(37)  4.84; p 
0.001; BF  940), right parietal (t test: t(37)  5.05; p  0.001;
BF  1719), and left prefrontal (t test: t(37)  2.83; p  0.001;
BF  5.31) regions. We thus have strong evidence for the pres-
ence of an effect in this analysis. This finding indicates that all
identified task-related brain regions encode tasks generalizably
regardless of the current switch/repeat condition.
To assess whether any other regions outside of the ROIs in-
vestigated above also encode tasks similarly invariant to switch
and repeat conditions, we performed an additional explorative
whole-brain analysis of the task decoding using cross-classification
across switch/repeat trials.
Results were thresholded at voxel level with p  0.001, cor-
rected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level (FWE, p 
0.05). Task information was found in bilateral inferior and supe-
rior parietal cortex, bilateral precuneus, right angular gyrus, and
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Figure 2. Task decoding. A, Task decoding across cues in all trials and all subjects. Tasks were encoded in bilateral superior parietal cortex, left inferior parietal cortex, and left lateral PFC
( p 0.05, FWE corrected at the cluster level, initial voxel threshold p 0.001). B, Overlay of all 38 leave-one-subject-out ROIs. All ROIs were created leaving out one subject at the
group-level statistic ( p 0.05, FWE corrected at the cluster level, initial voxel threshold p 0.001) and later used for extraction of mean decoding accuracy values in that subject.
C, Mean task-decoding accuracies extracted from the ROIs depicted in B. We extracted values from four different decodings: task across cues in all trials (red), task across cues in switch
trials only (blue), task across cues in repeat trials only (violet), and task across switch (green). Chance level in these plots is 50%. The distribution of mean decoding accuracies across
subjects is shown in the histograms below.
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bilateral occipital cortex spanning into bilateral cerebellum (Fig.
3, green). Please note that, in contrast to Analysis 1, this analysis
does not control for the effect of visual features of the task cues
and results might reflect these. We therefore performed a con-
junction analysis with the regions identified in Analysis 1A. This
analysis explicitly controls for the influence of visual cue features
on task decoding results. Voxels found in both Analysis 1A and
Analysis 2 thus encode tasks in a generalizable format invariant to
different visual cues and different switch/repeat conditions. This
conjunction analysis identified the bilateral parietal cortex (Fig.
3, yellow). In contrast to Analysis 1A, we did not find a prefrontal
cluster. Please note that this whole-brain analysis is less sensitive
than our leave-one-subject-out ROI approach, potentially ex-
plaining the absence of prefrontal findings. This analysis suggests
that the task information in parietal cortex generalizes across
multiple different contexts.
To further test whether tasks are encoded in a switch-
independent fashion, we compared the accuracies of task decod-
ing within and across switching conditions directly. If a task
representation is encoded independently of the switch/repeat
condition, then it should yield comparable decoding accuracies
in decoding in which the classifier is trained on switch and also
tested on switch trials and the classifier is trained on switch but
tested on repeat trials. For this comparison, we averaged the in-
dividual subjects’ task-across-cue-decodings for switch only and
repeat only trials from Analysis 1B and compared them with the
task decoding across cue and across switch conditions simultane-
ously. Please note that the number of trials used to train the
classifier for all of these analyses is the same in both analyses.
Decoding accuracies did not differ significantly in left parietal
(paired t test: t(37)  0.8730, p  0.3883, BF  0.25), right
parietal (paired t test: t(37)0.9427, p 0.3520, BF 0.26), or
left prefrontal (paired t test: t(37)  1.1629, p  0.2523, BF 
0.32) cortex.
The task decoding across cue and across switch condition si-
multaneously did not yield any significant results at FEW-
corrected cluster level p  0.05 with initial voxel threshold p 
0.001. This is likely due to the reduced number of trials that were
used to train the classifier.
To further corroborate our findings, we repeated all analyses
using correlation-based classifiers as implemented in TDT (Hebart
et al., 2016). We compared the whole-brain results of the analyses
above (linear SVC) with respective exploratory correlation-based
classifier results using a post hoc paired t test as implemented in
SPM8. Results did not differ significantly on a whole-brain level
(initial voxel threshold p  0.001, FWE-corrected FWE cluster
level p 0.05). To testwhether the classifier type had an influence
on the results identified in more sensitive ROI analyses, we per-
formed an additional ANOVA on the ROI results. We repeated
the ANOVA described above, including the factors ROI (left pa-
rietal, right parietal, left prefrontal) and decoding analysis (task
across cue for all trials, switch only trials, and repeat only trials).
We added a third factor, classifier type, to this ANOVA (linear
support vector classification, correlation-based classification).
Results indicated that the main effect of classifier type did not
reach significance (F(1,37)  1.95, p  0.17, BF  0.001).This
ANOVA was designed to be as similar as possible to the original
ANOVA performed in Analysis 1B. Because this did not include
the decodings under Analysis 2, we assessed the influence of clas-
sifier on these analyses with two separate ANOVA, including the
factors of classifier type and ROI (as described above). However,
we found no significant effect of classifier type in either of the
remaining analyses: task across switch condition (F(1,37)  0.14,
p 0.71, BF 0.001) and task across cue and switch condition
(F(1,37)  1.62, p  0.21, BF  0.001). Overall, we have strong
evidence for the absence of any differences between the two clas-
sification algorithms used here, showing that our results are not
specific to the method that we used.
Discussion
Summary
Effective goal-directed behavior requires humans to switch fre-
quently between different tasks. To direct this behavior, cognitive
control is required (Kok et al., 2006). Much previous research
used task-switching paradigms to examine the role of cognitive
control when changing between tasks (Monsell, 2003; Kiesel et
al., 2010). Results show that performance ismodulated by switch-
ing and switch costs are observed in both RT and accuracy (Jersild,
1927; Allport et al., 1994). However, the cognitive mechanisms
and neuronal correlates of this behavioral switch cost are still
under debate (Kiesel et al., 2010). Most previous fMRI research
has focused on the neural correlates of task-switching processes
(Ruge et al., 2013) and task-switching-related processes have
been associated with a frontoparietal control network (Sohn et
al., 2000; Braver et al., 2003; Brass et al., 2005; Crone et al., 2006).
However, most of this research focused on the processes required
to reconfigure the cognitive system from performing one task to
performing a different task. Presumably, this includes changes to
the neural representations of tasks, but effects on neural task
representations have rarely been investigated (but seeWaskom et
al., 2014). However, task representations have been shown to be
context dependent in some cases (Woolgar et al., 2015) and to
remain context independent in others (Wisniewski et al., 2016).
Here, we investigated the influence of cognitive control processes
related to task switching on the neural representations of tasks.
In the current study, subjects were cued to perform one of two
simple tasks, with the task being repeated or switched between
successive trials. Behavioral results indicate that subjects showed
switch costs (Rogers and Monsell, 1995), which suggests that
cognitive control demands differed between switch and repeat
trials. We first compared task-decoding accuracies in switch and
repeat trials in these regions. Our results show that tasks were
represented in bilateral parietal cortex and left lateral PFC. How-
ever, we found no differences in task-decoding accuracies be-
tween switch and repeat trials. Therefore, our data yielded no
evidence that tasks are represented differently for either switch or
repeat trials in the regions that we identified previously to main-
tain task information (but see Waskom et al., 2014). We also
Table 1. Results of analysis
Brain region Side
Cluster
size
MNI coordinates
(peak voxels)
t score
peakx y z
Task across cues in all trialsa
Parietal lobe Left 383 51 52 49 4.75
Parietal lobe Right 293 36 61 64 4.87
Prefrontal lobe Right 261 39 35 2 5.51
Task across switch in all trialsb
Parietal lobe Left 1053 48 55 49 5.17
Parietal lobe Right 597 27 64 46 5.71
Occipital lobe Left 440 21 91 2 4.69
Cerebellum Left 173 39 64 23 5.34
Occipital lobe, cerebellum Right 135 45 64 11 4.8
a Brain regions where tasks could be decoded in an analysis collapsed across switch and stay trials independently of
visual cue.
bBrain regions where classifiers trained on switch trials could be used to decode the task in repeat trials and vice
versa.
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tested for generalization of task coding across switch and repeat
trials using cross-classification. Results indicate that the fronto-
parietal cortex represents tasks regardless of the current cognitive
control demands in task switching and suggests that tasks are
coded in a robust, switching-independent pattern.
Task representations in frontoparietal cortex
Recent MVPA research investigating the neural representations
of tasks directly has shown that parietal (Bode and Haynes, 2009;
Woolgar et al., 2011; Waskom et al., 2014; Etzel et al., 2016;
Wisniewski et al., 2015),medial (Gilbert, 2011;Momennejad and
Haynes, 2013), and lateral PFC (Cole et al., 2011; Reverberi et al.,
2012b) hold information about tasks. We provide further evi-
dence for these findings because we were able to discriminate
between the two highly similar tasks in bilateral parietal and left
lateral PFC. This is consistent with previous results highlighting
the important role of these regions in task processing during task
retrieval andmaintenance (Bunge et al., 2003; Sakai and Passing-
ham, 2003; Gilbert, 2011), processing rule and task composition-
ality (Woolgar et al., 2011; Reverberi et al., 2012a), adaptively
coding tasks under different conditions (Woolgar et al., 2011),
and their engagement over the course of development (Wen-
delken et al., 2012).
Influence of switching on task representation in
frontoparietal cortex
Recent studies suggest that task representations can be modu-
lated by different contextual variables: task representations have
been observed to be modulated by rule complexity (Woolgar
et al., 2015), rewards (Etzel et al., 2016), and skill acquisition
(Jimura et al., 2014). This illustrates how higher cognitive func-
tions might change flexibly the way task are processed in the
brain, possibly reflecting adaptation of neuronal populations to
different environmental demands (Duncan, 2010, 2013). How-
ever, other studies suggest that task representations also remain
unaffected by experimental manipulation, such as task novelty
(Cole et al., 2011), task difficulty (Wisniewski et al., 2015), or
whether they are freely chosen or externally cued (Zhang et al.,
2013; Wisniewski et al., 2016). It remains an open question
whether and how cognitive control processes modulate task rep-
resentations. In a previous study, Waskom et al. (2014) found
task information in the inferior frontal and intraparietal sulcus,
as well as the occipitotemporal cortex. They found representa-
tions of rules regarding perceptual discriminations to be modu-
lated by task switching because they had the highest decoding
accuracy after a task switch. Such effects on context information
might be driven by attentional processes (Liu and Hou, 2013).
Also note that Waskom et al. (2014) did not observe behavioral
switch costs. It thus remains unclear whether cognitive control
demands differed between switch and repeat trials and if these
neuroimaging results in fact reflect control-related processes. In
contrast, our subjects did show switch costs, indicating different
control demands between switch and repeat trials. Importantly,
because we presented task cues simultaneously with the task
stimuli, participants could not prepare in advance for the new
task on switch trials. Therefore, switch costs presumably reflect
both effects of task set inertia and proactive interference, as well
as increased control demands due to the requirement to retrieve
and implement the new task set and to reconfigure S–R accord-
ingly. Nevertheless, our results suggest that control demands do
notmodulate task representations. Together, these findings indicate
that tasks are representedusing a general, context-independentneu-
ral code. At first glance, this finding might be taken to imply that
these brain regions donot support flexible adaptation of behavior
because they do not change flexibly under varying environmental
conditions. It has been argued previously that frontal and parietal
brain regions support flexible adaptation through flexible task
representations that change under varying external demands
(Duncan, 2001;Waskom et al., 2014;Woolgar et al., 2015). How-
ever, generalized coding under different conditions might also
support adaptive behavior: invariant coding allows robust access
to task information even if we are confronted with novel situa-
tions. This might enable fast transfer of abstract rules (Cole et al.,
2011) and stable selective attention toward task-relevant infor-
mation (Zhang et al., 2013). Stable task representations have also
been observed under varying attentional loads (Chan et al.,
2015), further highlighting the context-independent coding of
tasks. Therefore, our findings of such invariant neural represen-
Figure3. Task decoding in all subjects for the decoding of task across cues (red, Analysis 1A) and the decoding of task across switch/repeat (green, Analysis 2). Both regions overlapNote that task
decoding across switch/repeat does not control for the visual information contained in task cues (whichmight explain occipital task information) and is also less sensitive than the leave-one-subject-
ROI approach, which might account for no prefrontal cluster surviving cluster correction (for both analyses: p 0.05, FWE corrected at the cluster level, voxel threshold p 0.001).
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tations do not rule out a dynamic adjustment of task-specific
neurons, as the adaptive coding hypothesis suggests (Duncan,
2001, 2010; Waskom et al., 2014). Flexible top-down signals may
be reflected in different levels of task processing that merely ac-
cess the robust context-independent representation without
modulating it. In addition, we found no significant results in the
analysis testing for context-dependent task coding. Although we
used a highly sensitive ROI approach, this null finding cannot
rule out in principle that theremight also be neurons that do code
tasks differently for different cognitive control demands.
Role of task switch processes
Although this study focused on differences and generalizations of
neural task representations during switching, we also observed
behavioral switch costs. Our paradigmwas not designed to deter-
mine the source of the underlying processes, but switch costs
might arise for a number of reasons, including proactive interfer-
ence due to task set inertia (Allport et al., 1994), the inhibition of
previously executed task sets (Goschke, 2000; Mayr and Keele,
2000), and processes of rule retrieval (goal setting) and rule im-
plementation (Rubinstein et al., 2001). Models of task switching
that assume that part of the switch cost reflects proactive inter-
ference from previous and/or crosstalk from concurrently active
but currently irrelevant task sets would presumably result in task
representations that are degraded and less distinct on switch
compared with repeat trials. Such an effect should show up in a
reduced accuracy with which task representation can be decoded
from spatial patterns of brain activity. However, the present find-
ings of task representations that are independent of current
switch demands do not suggest such a modulation from which-
ever source. Neurons in the frontoparietal cortex are able to en-
code tasks context invariantly under various different conditions
such as high- and low-control demands (see also Wisniewski et
al., 2016). Switch costs might then arise at a different stage, when
task information from the parietal cortex is further processed by
brain regions more closely associated with implementing cogni-
tive control (Badre, 2008).
Conclusion
In summary, our results provide novel insights into the effects
of task switching on the distributed neuronal representations of
tasks. We did not find reliable differences in task coding between
switch and repeat trials. However, task representations in bilat-
eral parietal and left PFC generalized under conditions of
high- and low-cognitive-control demands. These results provide
further insight into the important function of the frontoparietal
network for task representation. Control-independent task cod-
ing might enable robust access to task-relevant information
under different environmental conditions to support flexible ad-
justment of behavior.
Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at http://neurovault.
org/collections/2011/. Included are unthresholded group-level whole-
brain maps (spmT) that are presented in the manuscript. This material
has not been peer reviewed.
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